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The Relationship ·between Self-Disclosure and 

Locus of Control of Korean-American and 

Caucasian-American Adolescents. 

_The positive value of self-disclosure has been reveal

ed in the last 20 years since Jourard and Lasakow pioneered 

the study on this subject. The term '~elf-disclosure'' has 

been defined as the process of making the self known to 

another person, the readiness to confide personal inform

ation to others (Jourard, 1958). Jourard indicated that 

self-disclGsure is an important factor in personal adjust

ment (Jourard, 1961, 1964) saying that self-disclosure is a 

means of ultimately achieving a healthy personality (Jourard, 

1971). 

One study of the relationship between self-disclosure 

and adjustment was done by Rudisill (1974) and showed females 

scored lower in adjustment than males but females tended to 

self-disclose more than males. Rudisill concluded that fe

males are more sensitive to setting factors and are more able 

to adjust their actual self-disclosure to setting factors 

than males. 

One way of becoming aware of oneself as a human being 

is to look at the image of his/herself reflected to other 

pers ons. If a person is not able to disclose his/herself, 
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that person is out of contact with his/herself (Jourard, 

1971). 

A few factors were found to be important in deter

mining self-disclosing behavior. Most studies done on 

this subject generally revealed that females disclose 

more and receive more disclosure than males (Jourard & 

Lasakow, 1958; Jourard & Richman, 1963; Pederson & Breglio, 

1968; Ramsey, 1972; Littlefield, 1968; Rudisill, 1974; 

Rivenbark, 1966). However, Rickers-Ovsiankina and others 

found no sex differences in self-disclosure (Flog, 1965; 

Rickers-Ovsiankina & Kusmin, 1958; Zief, 1962). Jourard 

(1964) and Plog (1965) have suggested that conflicting 

findings concerning sex differences may be due to the geo

graphical areas from which subjects were sampled. They 

assumed that sex differences . would be found in the south

ern United States, but not in the northern and western 

United States. 

Kim (1975) showed in one study that females were more 

perceptive of others' emotions and better socially ad

justed t han males. Kim suggested that females disclosed 

more than males and higher disclosers were more percep

t ive of others' emotions and better socially adjusted 

t han lower disc:osers. Jourard explains low self-disclo

s u re in ma l es reflects males are insensitive to others 
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due to their expected sex role, while females are trained 

toward motherhood and comforting functions, engage in and 

receive more self-disclosure than males (Jourard & Richman, 

1963). 

Several studies reported whites generally disclose 

more to all target persons than blacks (Jourard & Lasakow, 

1958; Ramsey; 1972). Littlefield (1968) r-eported this 

finding in his study with white, negro, and Mexican-Amer

ican adolescents. He reported that the white group show

ed the greatest amount of disclosure and the Mexican-Amer

ican group showed the least disclosure when sexes were 

pooled. The few crosi-cultural studies that have been 

completed do not yield a consistent hvoothesis. However, 

the results from cross-cultural studies indicate that in 

general, Americans disclose more than other nationalities 

under all conditions and to all targets. Flog (1965) re

ported that Americans were higher disclosers than Germans. 

Jourard (1968) found that British college females were 

lower disclosers than American college females. 

Some studies also reported that high disclosers tend 

to disclose more to a wide variety of targets and low 

d isclosers tend to disclose little to any target person. 

Rivenbark (196 0) found a significant positive correlation 

b e t ween the a mount o f disclosure to any one target person 
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and the amount of disclosure to other target persons. 

Regarding the target persons, many investigators have 

found that same sex friends are chosen as the recipients 

of self-disclosure rather than opposite sex friends 

(Jourard, 1964, 1971; Jourard & Lasakow, 1958; Jourard & 

Richman, 1963; Rivenbark, 1966). 

Jourard suggested the dyadic effect in disclosing 

which means there is a positive relationship between the 

amount disclosed to one person and the amount of disclo

sure received from that person (Jourard, 1959). Further 

studies replicated this finding and reported that self

disclosure to a person tends to elicit disclosure from 

that person in return (Jourard & Landsman, 1960; Jourard 

& Richman, 1963; Rivenbark, 1966). 

As a factor determining a target person of self-dis

closure, liking is supported to be positively correlated 

with disclosure (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958; Jourard & Landsman, 

1960; Fitzgerald, 1963; Halverson & Shore, 1969). Worthy, 

Gary, Kahn (1969) predicted that liking leads to disclo-

sure to the other and also that disclosure from another 

~ill lead to greater liking. They suggested that recep-

tion of self-disclosing information represents greater 

reward for the receiver since the reception of such infor

mati on i mplies the receiver is trusted. 
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Levin and Gergen (1969) argued that a medium amount 

of disclosure may indicate one's desire for a closer re

lationship and his/her trustrulness, but a person who 

discloses his/herself a great deal may be seen to be un

trustworthy and lack discretion. Corzby (1972) also ar

gued that, while receiving disclosure may represent a 

reward, it may cause anxiety if the amount of disclosure 

increases too much. 

Age does not seem to be an important factor deter~ 

mining self-disclosure in adult populations (Plog, 1965). 

Jourard reported a decrease in self-disclosure to the 

parents and same sex friends as age increased while an 

increase in self-disclosure to opposite sex friends and 

spouses up to the age of 40, with a decrease thereafter. 

Jourard suggested that the amount of information one 

person is willing to disclose to another appears to be 

an index of the "closeness" of the relationship (Jourard, 

1959). Fitzgerald reported that self-disclosure can be 

used as an index of social distance (Fitzgerald, 1963). 

Jourard and Fredman (1970) observed the relationship be

tween experiment-subject "distance" and self-disclosure. 

They found subjects increased disclosure time as distance 

decreased. 

Since J.B. Rotter attempted to measure one's locus 
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of control as a psychological construct in 1966, a sub-

stantial body of literature which identifies locus of con

trol as an important variable in understanding personal

ity and behavior has been generated. Rotter developed a 

quantitative measure of belief in personal control, the 

Internal/External Locus of Control (I-E) Scale (Rotter~ 

1966) from his social learning theory. The I-E dimension 

is a measure of the degree to which an individual believes 

that reinforcements are contingent upon his/her efforts, 

skills, and are under his/her control: internal orien

tation as opposed to being the result of luck, chance, 

and fate and are under the control of powerful others, or 

as unpredicable because of the great complexity of the 

forces surrounding him/her: external orientation. 

In social learning theory~ Rotter (1954) suggested 

that a reinforcement acts to strengthen one's expectancy 

that his/her behavior will be followed by reward and in

dicated (1966) that the potential for any behavior to 

occur in a given situation depends in part on one's expec

tancy that the behavior will receive reinforcement. 

Many investigators have tried relating the I-E Scale 

to personality variables such as adjustment, anxiety, 

achievement, motivation, passivity, social distance, etc. 

Rotter (1966) indicated that the relationship between I-E 
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Scale and adjustment is curvilinear, that is, individuals 

at two extreme ends of the I-E continuum may be maladjusted. 

Several studies found that persons with external locus of 

control showed greater anxiety and maladjustment than "in

ternals" (Platt & Eisenman, 1968; Platt, Pomeranz, Eisenman, 

and DeLisser, 1970; Watson, 1967). 

Platt et al. (1970) reported females with internal 

control were lower on anxiety and higher on MMPI scales 

such as ego-strength, achievement, intellectual efficien

cy, social responsibility and participation, and leader

ship dimentions than did "externals". Watson (1967) 

found a significant relationship between the I-E Scale ~nd 

Taylor's (1953) Manifest Anxiety Scale, Albert-Haler's (1960) 

Achievement Anxiety Test (AAT) and reported that more ex

ternal one's appraised locus of control is, the more an

xiety one shows (N=648). 

Lancaster (1975) studied the I-E Scale relating to 

academic achievement. He discussed that students' feel

ings of control over his/her environment is an important 

variable in achievement and showed locus of control 

caused achievement in reading and math. Lefcourt (1966) 

reported that externals were more achievement conscious 

than internals when informed that achievement reinforce

ments were ava:lable, suggesting that the lack of goal 
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striving behavior of externals was due to their being 

less perceptive of reinforcement opportunities rather 

than to lack of motivation. 

Rotter (1966) suggested that person with external 

orientation is unable to control his/her own destiny and 

his/her belief in "chance or luck" can become a function 

of defense mechanism which enables him/her to attribute 

his/her failure to the outside world. He also indicated 

people with external orientation are less productive and 

passive (Rotter, 1966). 

Heckel and Hiers (1977) found that internally con

trolled persons seek less social distance when they were 

interacting with peers. They also found that these dif

ferences were consistent in both sexes, in spite of mark

ed sex differences on the I-E scores. 

Findings on sex differences on the I-E Scale have 

been contradictory. While Rotter (1966) reported that 

sex differences among college students appear to be mini

mal, Feather (1967, 1968) found that females scored sig

nificantly higher in external than males. Parsons and 

Schneider (1975) and McGinnies, Nordholm, Ward and Bhanthum

navin (1974 ). reported higher external scores of females 

in their cross-cultural studies. Generally, it has been 

suggested differences may be related to geographical 
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differences as well .as sex role identification. 

Several investigators have attempted to relate the 

I-E Scale to ethnic and social class variables. Battle 

and Rotter (1963) found that the interaction of social 

class and ethnic group was highly related to the I-E ori

entation. They reported lower-class negros were signifi

cantly more external than middle-class negros or whites. 

A significant relationship between higher socioeconomic 

class and internal control has been found consistently. 

Parson and Schneider (1974) and McGinnies et al. (l974) 

suggested that Americans were more internal than Orientals. 

Hsieh, Shybut, and Lotsof (1969) reported Anglo-Americans 

to be most internal, Chinese-Americans intermediate) and 

native born Chinese the most external in the I-E scoring. 

It has been thought that one's culture may influence 

his/her internal or external attitude. The emphasis on 

the Protestant work ethic, pragmatic thinking, individual 

initiative and on personal output is thought to be related 

to Americans' internal orientation. 

Battle and Rotter (1963) discussed that one impor

tant antecedant of a generalized expectancy that one can 

control his/her own destiny is the perception of oppor

tunity to obtain the material rewards offered in a cul~ 

ture. Similarly, Joe (1971) suggested consistent data 
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with the theoretical expectation that persons who are re-

stricted by environmental barriers and perceive they are 

subjected to limited material opportunities would develop 

an external orientation of control. 

Very little study has been done on the relationship 

between self-disclosure and locus of control. Rickerrnan, 

Sherman, and Burgess (1973) studied 80 college students 

to predict the relationship between Jourard's SD-60 and 

Rotter's I-E Scale. They found that persons with high 

external orientation tend to disclose less than internals 

regardless of the intimacy levels of the information be

ing revealed. The mean score of self-disclosure for the 

externals was 93.04; the mean for the internals was 107.52 

with the maximum self-disclosure score of 192. Externals 

disclosed 48% of all possible information about themselves, 

while internals disclosed 56%. The results also suggested 

the previous findings which indicated that females tend 

to disclose more than males and that the father is the 

least favored target person for self-disclosing behavior. 

Fraum (1975) reported, however, that the amount of self

disclosure as a function of interpersonal distance pre

ference is not significantly related to one's locus of 

control. 

Both variables of self-disclosure and locus of con-
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trol have been considered as important personality con

structs during the last two decades. Jourard (1964) iden

tified self-disclosure as a symptom of personality health 

and psychological adjustment; Rotter (1966) discussed 

that one's orientation of control over his/her environ

ment influences his/her ability to face reality. The re

lationship between self-disclosure and psychological ad

justment as well as the relationship between locus of 

control and psychological adjustment are hypothesized as 

curvilinear. 

Even though there have been extensive studies on 

both subjects of self-disclosure and locus of control., a 

search of literature reveals a strong need for study of 

these two variables with samples of teenage and also with 

sub-cultural groups. The author's interest in the study 

of self-disclosure and locus of control of two different 

ethnic groups arose from the awareness of some of the 

problems that children of immigrant families (especially 

Ko rean) have. Many children of immigrants become disor

ganized because they live on the peripheries of two cul

tural worlds with little opportunity to develop inter

personal skills in terms of either (Brown, 1933). Inter

personal skills, no matter what the racial affiliation 

may be, are produced in the social process and are contin-
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gent upon the culture in which it is developed (Brown, 1933). 

Children of immigrants may feel inferior in view of their 

problems with cultural variations such as the language 

problem. 

The author hypothesized that the scores obtained on 

the I-E Scale would be significantly correlated with the 

scores obtained on the Rivenbark's modification of SD-60 for 

both Korean and American adolescents. It was expected to be 

found that Korean females would disclose more than Korean 

males and American females would disclose more than American 

ma l es. Such a sex difference will support previous findings 

on the effect of the sex variable on self-disclosure. Since 

the Koreans are characterized as reserved~ it was hypothe

s i ze d tha t t he Korean adolescents would disclose less than 

Amer ican adolescent s. The author also expected that Korean

Ame ri c a n a do les c ents were aware of their cultural barriers 

and this per c eption would result in their external orienta

t i on of cont ro l~ while American adolescents were internally 

orient e d . 
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METHOD 

Forty boys and 40 girls between the age of 12 and 18, 

an equal number between two ethnic groups, were selected from 

Korean-American and Caucasian-American in the Dallas metro-

politan area. ·American subjects were solicited from regular 

classes in a middle and a high school in. Den-ton·. -. . The: ·di.st;ri.-

bution of Korean immigrant families was secured from the 

Korean Association in Dallas for the selection of Korean-

American subjects. Korean-American subjects were drawn 

through three Korean community churches in Dallas. Signed 

informed consent forms were secured from subjects' parents or 

guardians prior to the research and are kept on file in the 

Department of Psychology, CFO 714, Texas Woman's University. 
~ 

Each subject was given a code to protect confidentiality. 

For the purpose of the study, subjects were devided into four 

subgroups of Korean males (KM), Korean females (KF), American · 

males (AM), and American females (AF). There were 20 sub-

jects for each subgroup with a total of' 80. 

Instruments 

Self-disclo sure was measured by Rivenbark's modification 

of Jourard and Lasakow's (195 8 ) questionnaire, using 40 items 

s co red on a zero to four point scale across four target 

persons of mother , f ather, best male friend, and best female 
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friend. This version was adapted by Rivenbark (1966) to use 

with grade school, junior high, and high school students. 

The original Jourard's Self-Disclosure (SD-60), (Jourard & 

Lasakow, 1958) consists of 60 items in six categories of 

information about self and provides for a three point scale. 

SD-60 contains five target persons including subjects' 

mother, father, best male friend, best female friend, and 

clergyman. The SD-60 has been shown to have a split-half 

reliability coefficient of .94 (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958). 

Panyard (1971) obtained a split-half reliability coefficient 

of .70 for the SD-60. 

Rivenbark expanded SD-60 into a more finely graded 

scale of scores ranging from zero for no disclosure to a 

score of four for full disclosure to improve the instrument's 

discrimin~bility. Each of the 40 items on the scale indi-

cates an area of subject's personality, belief, behavior, etc. 

The Internal/External Locus of Control Scale (I-E Scale) 

is a 29-item, forced choice test including six filler items 

intended to make the purpose of the test more ambigious. 

?ossible scores range from zero to 23. Rotter (1966) showed 

the test-retest reliability coefficients range from .49 to 

. 8 3 and validity coefficients range from .65 to .79. The 

items deal exclusively with the subject's belief about the 

nature of t~e world. They are concerned with the subject's 
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expectations about how reinforcement is controlled (Rotter, 

1966). The score is the total number of external choices. 

Lower scores on the I-E Scale -comprise "internals!! and high

er scores comprise the "externals". For the purpose of the 

present study, "internals" are defined as those subjects 

having a score from zero to 7 inclusive; "externals" are 

defined as those subjects having a score from 13 to 23 in-

elusive. 

Procedure 

Informed consent forms were sent out to the subjects' 

parent s or guardians and signe d forms were secured through 

two schools and three churches where the subjects were se

l e cted. Testing was conducted at appointed times at reserved 

rooms in schools or churches. Subjects were given a brief 

description of the s tudy and wer~ invited to participate in 

the study. 

Rivenbar k 's modification of SD-60 and Rotter's I-E Scale 

were distributed with answer sheet s. The subjects were in

structed how to answer the questions. Using the self-disclo-

sure questionnaire , the subjects we re instructed to read each 

item and to indicate on the answer sheet the extent to which 

the y have talked a b o·u t the sub j e c t rna t t e r of the item to each 

o f the target persons: mother, father, be st male friend, and 

b e st fe ma le friend . On the I - E Scale , the s ubjects were 

as k ed t o indicate a preferred choice between statements o f a 
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and b (see Appendix B, pg. 42 ). After the questions were 

answered, subjects began to fill out the questionnaire: the 

self-disclosure and I-E Scales respectively. There was no 

time limit and subjects took between 20 and 50 minutes with 

an average of 30 minutes. 
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RESULTS 

Means and standard deviations for self-disclosure and 

locus of control are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Seven 

fixed univariate two way analyses of variance were used with 

the independent variables of ethnic group and sex and depen

dent variables of age, each of four target persons for dis

closure, total disclosure, and locus of control. These 

analyses of variance were used to test whether there were 

significant differences in the scores obtained on the self

disc losure and I-E Scales due to the sex, ethnic affiliation, 

and the interaction effects between the two variables. 

Table 4 shows that the effects of ethnic .variable ~re signi

ficant for the total amount of disclosure as well as for the 

amount of disclosure to each target person. The results 

also show that the sex effects are significant for the amount 

o f disclosure to SDMF and SDFF (best male friend and best 

female friend). 

Effects of ethnic and sex variables on the locus of 

control scores are not significant. The ethnic effects sup

port the author's hypothesis that Americans disclose signi

f icantly more than Koreans (see Table 2 & 4). The effects 

the sex variable are not significant for the total amount of 

sel f - disclosure . Table 2 shows that females disclose slight

- Y mo re than males when ethnic variables were pooled. 
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Table 1 

·Mean Disclosure to Each Target Person 

a Groups Age 

a 

KM 14.65 

KF 14.70 

AM 14.90 

AF 14.90 

Ko reans 14.68 

Americans 14.90 

Males 14.78 

Female s 14.80 

All 14.79 

KM : Korean Males 
KF : Korean Females 
A~ : American Males 
AF : American Females 

Mother 

72.15 

72.45 

107.65 

115.35 

72.30 

111.50 

89.90 

93.90 

91.90 

Best Male Best Female 
Father Friend Friend 

64.75 82.00 44.50 

62.30 49.25 82.40 

92.80 97.80 70.70 

88.05 81.85 112.65 

63.53 65.63 63.45 

90.43 89.83 91.68 

78.78 89.90 57.60 

75.18 65.55 97.53 

76.98 77.73 77.56 
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Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations of Self-Disclosure of Each 
Subgroup and Total. -

Means Standard Deviations 

KM 263.40 71.99 

KF 266.85 103.44 

AM 368.95 85.19 

AF 397.90 86.72 

Koreans 265.13 87.98 

Americans 383.43 86.10 

Males 332.38 115.24 

Females 324.28 105.00 

Table 3 

Means and Standard Deviations of Locus of Control of Each 
Subgroup and Total. 

Means Standard Deviations 

KM 9.45 3.05 

KF 10.35 2. 85 

A1 11.50 3.74 

AF 9.95 3.25 

Ko reans 9 .90 2.95 

A e rican s 10.73 3.54 

1/fale s 10 . 48 3.52 

~e ,ale s 10 .15 3 . 03 

All 10 . 31 3 . 27 
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Table 4 

Analyses of Variance Table 

Effects/ . -- .. De.pendent Variables 

Age SDMF SDF SDMF SDFF SDTQT LC 

* * * ~'" ~i-

Ethnic .413 57.81 16.21 13.98 16.42 36.-52 1.30 

~fo . * * Sex .005 .60 .29 14.15 32.85 .69 .20 

Interaction ~005 .52 .03 1.68 .08 .42 2.86 

-;} p<. .. OO~ 
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The author hypothesized earlier that Korean adolescents would 

be more externally oriented in their generalized expectancy 

than American adolescents. The results, however, indicate 

that Korean adolescents are not significantly different from 

American adolescents in their orientation of control (Korean 

x = 9.9; American y = 10.725). Therefore, the author's hypo

thesis that Korean adolescents would be more external in their 

locus of control than American adolescents is not supported. 

Sex differences on the locus of control scores also are not · 

significant. 

Pearson product moment correlation coefficient methods 

we re employed to determine whether a significant relationship 

e xisted between locus of control and self-disclosure for the 

fo ur subgroups of KM , KF, AM, and AF. Correlations were also 

comp leted between locus of control and self-disclosure for 

Americans and Koreans in general as well as males and females. 

The results of the Pearson product moment correlation between 

to tal self-disclosure and locus of control scores of 80 sub

jects yielded an£= -.1552 (p>.05). The coefficients between 

two variables for each subgroup~ females, males, Koreans, and 

Ame ricans are illustrated in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, 

alt hough all coefficient s are negative interestingly enough, 

~here was no significant correlati on found between self-dis

closure and l o cus of cont r ol . 

pe a r son · product moment correlation coefficient s between 
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Table 5 

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients between 
Self-Disclosure and Locus of Control 

r df 

KM -.3367 18 

KF -.2323 18 

AM -.3166 18 

AF -.2088 18 

Koreans -.2643 38 

Americans -.2925 38 

Males -.0891 38 

Females -.2166 38 

All -.1552 78 
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variables of age, each of four target persons, total disclo-

sure, and locus of control reveal that age is nonsignificant 

in all cases except one case in which the amount of self

disclosure to SDMF of male subjects of two ethnic groups 

combined was significantly related to the age (~ = .3775, 

p ) .05). 

In summary, the author's hypothesis that the correlations 

between self-disclosure and locus of control would be signi

ficantly negative is rejected. The relationship is negative 

but not significant. American adolescents are higher disclo

sers than Korean adolescents. The mean differences of locus of 

control scores between Korean and American adolescents are 

s t a t istically nonsignificant. 



Age 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1 7 

18 

To t al 
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Table 6 

Age Distribution for Each Subgroup 

KM KF AM 

4 1 0 

3 5 1 

3 5 8 

3 3 5 

2 1 4 

3 4 2 

2 1 0 

20 20 20 

AF 

0 

2 

6 

5 

6 

1 

0 

20 
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DISCUSSION 
- - -

The results show that the effects of the ethnic variable 

on self-disclosure s~ores are significant. Korean adolescents 

disclosed significantly less than American adolescents. In 

general, Koreans are thought to be more reserved than Ameri-

cans and the results corroborate that assumption. Studies 

indicated that Americans are higher disclosers than people 

of ot her nationalities ( Jourard & Lasakow; 1958; Plog, -1965; 

Jouarad, 1968 ; Littlefield~ 1968; Ram~ey, 1972). 

Even though this study indicates that females disclose 

slightly more than males, sex differences are not signifi-

cant . The findings concerning sex differences have been 

conflicting and it has bee n sugge s t ed by Jourard (1964) and 

Plog (1965) that sex differences may be due to the geograph-

ical areas from which subjects we-re sampled. In this present 

study , sex differences are significant only on the amount of 

disclosure to Be st Male Friend and Best Female Friend. The 

results supp ort the previous findings by many investigators 

who have reported that the same sex friends are more often 

chosen as the recipients or· self-disclosure than_ the opposite 
' . 

sex fri e nds (Jourard & Lasakow , 1958 ; Jourard & Richman, 

1963 ; J ourard , 196 4 , 1971; Rivenbark , 196 8 ). 

Previous studies with high school and college students 

re orted that the mother was the most pre ferred target person 
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of disclosure (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958; Rivenbark, 1971, 

Rickerman, Sherman, & Burgess, 1973). In this· present study, 

however, it was interesting to note that Korean adolescents 

disclosed the most to their same sex friends, while American 

adolescents -disclosed the most to their- mothers. The 

author suggests that this finding may indicate a wider gene

ration gap between Korean adolescents and their mothers than 

between Ame rican adolescents and their mothers. If the 

author's assumption is true, the wider gap between Korean 

adolescents and their mothers may be due to the fact that the 

acculturation process into another culture takes a longer 

period of time for the adults than for the children and this 

would result in a communication gap between adults and child

ren in the i mmigrant family . . However, cautions should be used 

when generalizing to o t her population~ 

For both ethnic group s, the father was the third favored 

recipient of disclosure. Opposite sex friends are the least 

favored target person for the subjects in this study. Stud

ies with adult population reported fathers were the least 

favored recipients for adults (Jourard & Richman, 1963; 

Jourard , 1964). 

The author hypothesized that Korean adolescents would 

be more external than American ad o l escents in the ir orienta-

t i o n of cont rol . This hypothesis was based on the author's 

assumpt ion that Korean adolescents wou l d be aware of their 
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cultural barriers and this perception would result in their 

external orientation of control when compared to American 

adolescents. The results, however, did not support the 

author's hypothesis. There has been no significant dif-

ference in the locus of control scores between two ethnic -groups. 

Again, sex difference in locus of control when the ethnic 

variable was pooled was not significant. 

The results show nonsignificant but negative relation-

ship betwee n self-disclosure and locus of control. Although 

it wa s interesting to note that all relationships were nega-

tive, Pearson product moment correlation coefficients were 

not significant to confirm the finding s by Rickerman, Sher-

man , and Burgess (1973). Locus of control has been related 

to s ome other personality factors (Rotter, 1966; Watson, 

1967, Platt et al, 1970; Hec k el & Hiers, 1977). However, it 
~ 

does not s e em to be related to self-disclosure to any signi-

ficant . . de gree in this study. It is possible that the non-

significant correlations be tween self-disclosure and locus of 

contro l are due to the age effect. Rickerman at al. (1973) 

used 80 mal e and femal e college students and found a signifi-

cant relationship between the t wo variables. In this present 
' . 

study , 80 subjects were between the a ge of 12 and 18 whose 

. ean I - E score was 10 . 313 (SD = 3.267). Rotter (196 6 ) obtain

ed a mean of 8 . 42 (SD = 4.06) on the I-E Scale with 605 

fe ale undergraduate ps ychology students . Age does not seem 
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to be important on locus of control among the subjects in 

this study, but it may play an important role when it varies 

more widely. 

The significant positive relationship between the total 

disclosure and the disclosure to any one target person has 

been found. This result suggests that the high disclosers 

tend to disclo~e more to a wide variety of target persons, 

confirming the previous findings by Rivenbark (1960). 

There are few limitations in this study. The sampling 

procedure may limit the generalizability of the results. 

Korean s were selected from Korean community churches in a 

large met ropolitan area, while American subjects were solici-

ted from schools in a rather small town. The geographical 

difference as well as religious factors may play roles in sub-

jects ' attitude. 
~ 

It also should be understood that the self-disclosure 

questionnaire is a self-report measure which is subject to 

meas urement error . Further studies in this area should incl-

ude reliability checks. Both questionnaires are not absolute 

mea sures of psychological constructs of self-disclosure and 

locus of contr o l . However, it was assumed that all subjects 
I . 

answe red all questions as honestly as possible . 

This present study failed to support the significant 

negative relation between locus of control and self-disclosure 

Se f - d isclosure in the r e lation t b the other personality 
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factors such as ego strength and anxiety are worthy of study. 

Even · though home language of Korean subjects was not 

i n vestigated in this study, it is the examiner's opinion that 

the ability of the mother and the father to speak English may 

be related to Korean adolescents' self-disclosing behavior to 

t hei r mothers and fathers. The author would suggest that 

fu r ther study involving sub-cultural groups include each 

p arent 's ability t o speak English as a variable to be consi

dered . 
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·summary 

This study investigated the relationship between self

disclosure and locus of control. It also examined sex and 

ethnic effects as well as the interaction effects of the two 

variables on self-disclosure and locus of control. The 

patterns of self-disclosure were studied by analyzing the 

amount of disclosure to each target person. 

Rivenbark's modification of Jourard's Self-Disclosure 

Questionnaire and Rotter's Internal/External Locus of Control 

Scale were administered to 40 Korean and 40 American adole

scents of both sexes between the age of 12 and 18. Self

disclo sure was not significantly related to locus of control. 

The relationship was low and negative. 

Korean adolescents disclosed significantly less than 

American adolescents. The mother was the most favored reci

pient for Americans, while the s.ame sex friend was the most 

favo red recipient for Korean adolescents. Scores on I-E 

Scale did not reveal any significant differences due to 

either ethnic or sex variable. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE I 



Appendix A 

Instructions for self-disclosure questionnaire 

There ~re some people around us who know us and whom 

we would like to let know about ourselves. You have some 

things gou want to talk to other people and things that 

you would rather keep secret. How much of yourselves 

such as your feelings, problems; thinkings, and beliefs 

you let other people . know (disclose yourself) largely 

d~pends on your own choice. 

Today, we want to find out how much about yourself 

you would talk or have been talking about. You can be 

sure that all of the information that you write on your 

answer sheets will be kept secret. Please do not write 

your name on the tests_and . answer sheet. 

Before we start filling out the answer sheet, you 

h a v e an example of how to put your answer on the answer 

sheet. 

EXA 1PLE 

Your f avorite tele
vision progra.I!l· 

FATHER 

BEST 
MALE 
FRIEND 

·I 

BEST 
FEMALE 
FRIEND 

The question is "Your favorite television program." As 

you se e the re are f our b l ocks or boxes. There are people 

who know you to certain degre e s: mother, father, best 

33 
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male friend, and best female friend. We mean best male 

friend is your best friend who happe~to be a male; and 

best female friend is your best friend who happens to be 

a female. 

After you read the questionnaire, you will think of 

how much you let each one of these four people know about 

yourself. Then take out the loose paper which has SCORE 

GUIDE typed on the top. Let us look at the SCORE GUIDE. 

Now, think about the question and decide how much your 

mother knows about your favorite T.V. program. If you 

think your mother has a pretty ·good idea what kind of 

T.V. program you like, you put number 3 in the block under 

MOTHER. Then, go to the next block, you have FATHER on 

top of the block. If you think your father does not know 

what kind of T.V. program you like, put zero in the block. 

Do the same thing for BEST MALE FRIEND and BEST FEMALE 

FRIEND. Do you understand how to fill out the blocks? 

If you have any questions, please fill free to ask. 
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SCORING GUIDE for Self-Disclosure 

0 --- This person Does Not Know Me in this area right 

now, because I have not told him or her or let him 

know in other ways. 

1 --- This person Knows Only a Small Amount about me in 

this area right now, because I have let him or her 

know only a little. 

2 --- This person Has a General Idea about me in this 

area right now, but his idea of me is not complete 

or up to date. 

3 --- This person Has a Pretty Good Picture of me in this 

area right now, since I have told him a great deal 

of up to date information. 

4 --- This person Knows Me Fully as I am now in this area, 

because I have talked about this subject to him 

fully in the recent past, and things have not changed. 
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Answer Sheet for the Self-Disclosure questionnaire 

School ---------------------------
City ______ ~------~------------
Language spoken at horne -----

Sub-group 
Sex: Mal-e----~F~e-m-a~1~e-----

Date of Birth --------

BEST BEST BEST BEST 
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND FRIEND MOTHER FATHER FRIEND FRIEND 

1 21 

2 ~2 

3 ~3 

4 ~4 

5 ~5 

6 ~6 

7 ~7 

8 28 

Q ~9 "" 

10 so 
11 81 

12 ~2 

13 S3 
14- S4 
15 S5 

16 B6 

17 S7 

18 88 

19 ~9 

2 ~ 0 
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Self-disclosure auestionnaire items 

1. What you like most about the way you look. 

2. What you dislike most about the way you look. 

3. Your main worry, concern, or problem at the present 

time. 

4. Your favorite spare-time activities or interest at 

the present. 

5. Your food likes and dislikes. 

6. Your religious activity such as whether or not you 

go to church, which one, and how often. 

7 . Your personal religious beliefs. 

8 . Your favorite reading materials such as magazines, 

books, or papers that you usually read. 

9. What really bothers you at the present time about 

your closest friend of the oppo5ite sex. 

10 . What you like to do most when you are alone. 

1 1 . What you know about sex and your experiences in this 

area. 

1 2. Things about your own personality that worry or 

bother you. 

13. The main worries and difficulties you have with your 

s t udies. 

14 . Your u sual or favorite ways of having fun with others. 

15 . The names of the people who have most influenced you 
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in your life. 

16. The happiest times you have had. 

17. What you believe are the right ideas for people to 

have about sex, and what you believe are the right 

ways for people to behave. 

18. The kinds of music that you enjoy listing to most. 

19. The subjects you do not like at school. 

20. The sports you like to watch most, and your favorite 

teams. 

21. The kind of behavior in others that most bothers 

you or makes you mad. 

22. The things about your father that you have most dis

liked. 

23. The things about your mother that you have most dis

liked. 

24. What you dream about most -- at night and in your day

dreams. 

25. The feelings that you have the most trouble control

ling at present, for example, worry, sadness, anger, 

jealousy. 

26. The biggest disappointment that you have had in your 

life. 

27. Your political views and beliefs such as the people 

that you would like to vote for. 
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28. What you think hinders, hurts, or prevents you most 

in trying to do a better job in your work at school. 

29. Your opinions on the segregation of whites and Ne-

groes. 

30. Your thoughts, feelings, and opinions about reli-

gious groups other than your own. 

31. The people that you admire most in public life such 

as those in politics, those in the arts, those in 

the movies, or those in sports. 

32. The things that you can do well such as in arts and 

crafts, in mechanics, in carpentry, in music, or in 

dancing. 

33. The names of the persons of the opposite sex that 

you have liked very much or have been in love with. 

34 . Your money situation such as ycur allowance, your 

savings, your money from jobs and what you owe. 

35. The places that you have traveled to in your life 

such as other states and other cities. 

36 . Your sleep patterns such as when you usually go to 

bed, whether or not you have trouble sleeping, what 

you do when you can't sleep, and when you usually 

awaken. 

37 . Your favorite television programs, and your gripes 

about T. V. 
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38. What you want to be and to do when you are grown. 

39. The groups, the clubs, or the organizations that 

you have been a member of. 

40. Your likes and dislikes in drinks, such as milk, 

coffee, or coke. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE II 



Appendix B 

Locus of Control Questionnaire Items 

1. a. Children get into trouble because their parents 

punish them too much. 

b. The trouble with most children nowadays is that 

their parents are too easy with them. 

2. a. Many of . the unhappy things in people's lives 

are partly due to bad luck. 

b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes 

they ~ake. 

3. a. One of the major reasons why we have wars is 

because people don't take enough interest in 

politics. 

b. There will always be wars, no matter how hard 

people try to prevent them. 

4 . a. In the long run people get the respect they 

deserve in this world. 

b. Unfortunately, an individual's worth often 

passes unrecogni zed no matter how hard he tries. 

5 . a. The ide a that teachers are unfair to students 

is nonsense. 

b. Most students don't realize the extent to which 

thei r grad es are influenced by accidental hap

pen ings. 

42 
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6. a. Without the right breaks one cannot be an effec-

tive leader. 

b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have 

not taken advantage of their opportunities. 

1. a. No matter how hard you try some people just 

don't like you. 

b. People who can't get others to like them don't 

understand how to get along with others. 

8 . a. Heredity plays the major role in determining 

one's personality. 

b. It is one's experiences in life which determine 

what they're like. 

9 . a. I have often found that what is going to happen 

will happen. 

b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well 

for me as making a decision to take a definite 

course of action. 

10 . a. In the case of the well prepared student there 

is rarely if ever such a thing as an unfair 

test. 

b. Many times exam questions tend to be so unre

lated to course work that studying is really 

useless. 

11 . a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, 
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luck has little or nothing to do with it. 

b: Getting a good job depends mainly on being in 

the right place at the right time. 

12. a. The average citizen can have an influence in 

government decisions. 

b. This world is run by the few people in power, 

and there is not much the little guy can do 

about it. 

13. a. When I make plans, I am almost certain that I 

can make them work. 

b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead be

cause m~ny things turn out to be a matter of 

good or bad fortune anyhow. 

14 . a. There are cer~ain people who are just no good. 

b. There is some good in everybody. 

15 . a. In my case getting what I want has little or 

nothing to do with luck. 

b. Many times we might just as well decide what to 

do by flipping a coin. 

16 . a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who 

was lucky enough to be in the right place first. 

b. Getting people to do the right thing depends 

upon ability, luck has little or nothing to do 

wi t h it. 
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17. a. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of 

us are the victims of forces we can neither un

derstand, nor control. 

b. By taking an active part in political and social 

affairs the people can control world events. 

18. a. Most people don't realize the extent to which 

their lives are controlled by accidental hap

penings. 

b. There really is no such thing as "luck." 

19. a. One should always be willing to admit mistakes. 

b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes. 

20. a. It is hard to know whether or not a person real

ly likes you. 

b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice 

a person you are. 

21. a. In the long run the bad things that happen to 

us are balanced by the good ones. 

b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of abil

ity, ignorance, laziness, or all three. 

22. a. With enough effort we can wipe out political 

corruption. 

b. It is difficult for people to have much control 

over the things politicians do in office. 

23 . a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive 
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at the grades they give. 

b. There is a direct connection between how hard 

I study and the grades I get. 

24. a. A good leader expects people to decide for them-

selves what they should do. 

b. A good leader makes it clear to everybody what 

their jobs are. 

25. a. Many times I feel that I have little influence 

over the things that happen to me. 

b. It is impossible for me to believe that chance 

or luck plays an important role in my life. 

26 . a. People are lonely because they don't try to be 

friendly. 

b. There's not much use in trying too hard to 

please people, if they like you, they like you. 

27 . a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in high 

school. 

b. Team sports are an excellent way to build char

acter. 

28 . a. What happens to me is my own doing. 

b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough con

trol over the direction my life is taking. 

29 . a. Most of the time · I can't understand why politi-

cians behave the way they do. 
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b. In the long run the people are responsible for 

bad government on a national as well as on a 

local level. 



APPENDIX C 

COVER LETTER, CONSENT FORM, 

PERMISSIONS, AND APPROVAL 

TO DO RESEARCH 



TExAs Wo~s UNIVERSITY 
DENI'ON. TExAs 76204-

:-ART!(ENT 01' PsYCHCX.OGY 
,~PHY 

::l BLDG .• 1'm FLooa 

Dear parents: 

September 30, 1980 

Your child has been given the opportunity to participate 

in the research that will be conducted by Yanghui Kim, a 

graduate student in the Department of Psychology at Texas 

Woman's University, under the permission and the provision of 

the Independent School District and Texas Woman's University. 

The purpose of the study is to investigate the relationship 

be tween self-disclosure and locus of control of adolescents in 

two ethnic groups: Caucasian-American and Korean-American. 

Two attitude scales that will not involve any physical 

or mental risks .will be administered to the students in a 

group setting. A code will be given to each student to protect 

confidentiality and no name will be used. Parents and students 

will be given the opportunity to learn the result of the study. 
-

After you read this letter, please sign on the informed 

consent form that is attached to this letter and return the 

form to your child's school. 

Th~~k you for the assistance! 

Sincerely, 

~ kv.rt-
Yanghui Kim 
Department of Psychology 
Texas Woman's University 
Denton, Texas 76204 

For more information, please call: (818) 383-3298. 
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817/382-5460 
817/387-1656 



( Fu rm B) 

Consent Fu rm 
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSiTY 

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVI E\..J COt-1.MlTTl·: r·: 

·r i t l e of Project : The Relations hip between Se 1 f -J)_i s~J.o sur c ~d__ 

Locus of Control in Korean-American and Ca.ucas ian :Amcric;;n.__ 

Adolescents. 
Consent to Act as A Subject for Research and Invc·stig:1tiuu_: 

I have received an oral description of this study, including a fair ex
rl anation of the procedures and their purpose, any associated discomforts 
or risks, and a description of the possible benefits. An offt!r h<1~ bt.:.~ cn 

made to me to answer all questions about the study. I understand that my 
name will not be used in any release of the data and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time. I further understand that no medical service or 
compensation is provided to subjects by the university as a result of 
injury from participation in research. 

Signature Date 

Witness Date 

Ce rtification by Person Explaining the Study: 

Thi s is to certify that I have fully informed and explained to the .:1bove 
name d person a description of the listed elements of informed consent. 

Sigi:;;fL ~ 

r.-li tn ess Date 

On e copy of this form, signed and witnessed, must be given t o ea c h :-;ub _je ... : t. 
,\ s eco nd copy must be retained by Lhe investigator for filing wi ch th e 
c :1 a r im.J.n o f the Human Subjects Review Committee. A th i.rd n> :' Y m.:..1v l ' l' r:u cL · 
fu r the investigator~s files . 

So 



TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 
Box 23717 TWU Station 

Denton, Tex3s 76204 

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE 

Name o f Investigator : ,__;;;,Y..;;;a~n.glo;;.;h;;.;;u;;.;;i;.....;K:.:.~=· m==--------C enter : ~o:;;. ... n __ _ 

Address : 6007 Daven Oaks Date September 29, 1980 

Dallas, IX 75248 

Dear ____ AY~a~n~g~h~uui~K~~~·m~----------------------------

Your study entitledThe Relationship between self-disclosure 

& Locus of Control in Korean-American & Caucasian-American Adolescents. 

has been reviewed by a committee of the Hu~an Subjec~s Review 
Committee and it appears to meet our requirements in regard 
to protection of the individual's rights. 

Please be reminded that both the University and the Depar~
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare regulations typically 
require that signatures indicating informed consent be obtained 
from all human subjects in your studies. These are to be filed 
with the Human Subjects Review Committee. Any exception to this 
requirement is noted below. Furthermore, according to DHEW re
gulations, another review by the Committee is required if your 
project changes. 

Any special provisions pertaining to your study are noted 
below: 

Add to informed consent form: No med~cal service or com----
pensation is p~ovided to subjects by the University as a 
result of injury from participation in research. 

Ad~ to informed consent form: I UNDERSTAND THAT THE RETURN ---OF MY QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTITUTES MY INFORMED CONSENT TO ACT 
AS A SUBJECT IN THIS RESEARCH. 

The filing of signatures of subjects with the Human Subjects ---
Review Committee is not required. 

X Other: Children above the age of 6 years must also sign the consent form. 

No special provisi~ns apply. ---
cc: Graduate School 

?reject Director 
Director of School or 

Chairman of Department 
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Since::-ely, 

~'-j~ 
Chairman, Human Subjects 

ReV'iew Committee 

at Denton 



Miss Yanghui Kim 
1323 Oakland 
Denton, Texas 76201 

Dear Hiss Kim: 

TExAs WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 

DENTON. TEXAS '78204. 

October 2, 1980 

proj ect. 
project. 

I have received and approved the Prospectus for your research 
Best wishes to you in the research and writing of your 

RSP: jb 

cc Dr. Karen Jackson 
Dr . Virginia Jolly 
Graduate Office 

Sincerely, 
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The 
University 

f 
STOR AS, CONNECTICUT 06268 

·-· - - 0 -·------------
Connecticut 

Yanghui Kim 
6007 Daven Oaks 
Dallas, Texas 75248 

Dear Ms. Kim: 

THE COLLEGE OF 
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Dt~partment of Psychology 

July 14, 1980 

You have my permission to reproduce the I-E 

Scale for your masters research. 

JBR/isw 
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Very truly yours, 

.~ ~ 0 {[~ ii-<A 
lian B. Rotter 
ofessor of Psychology 
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